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Abstract: Emissions from heavy-duty vehicles need to be reduced to decrease their impact on the
climate and to meet future regulatory requirements. The use of a cost-optimized thermoelectric
generator based on total cost of ownership is proposed for this vehicle class with natural gas engines.
A holistic model environment is presented that includes all vehicle interactions. Simultaneous
optimization of the heat exchanger and thermoelectric modules is required to enable high system
efficiency. A generator design combining high electrical power (peak power of about 3000 W) with
low negative effects was selected as a result. Numerical CFD and segmented high-temperature
thermoelectric modules are used. For the first time, the possibility of an economical use of the system
in the amortization period of significantly less than 2 years is available, with a fuel reduction in
a conventional vehicle topology of already up to 2.8%. A significant improvement in technology
maturity was achieved, and the power density of the system was significantly improved to 298 W/kg
and 568 W/dm3 compared to the state of the art. A functional model successfully validated the
simulation results with an average deviation of less than 6%. An electrical output power of up to
2700 W was measured.

Keywords: automotive thermoelectric generator; engine exhaust heat recovery; thermo-economic
analysis; CFD in thermoelectrics

1. Introduction

Emissions from heavy-duty vehicles (HDV) must be reduced to meet future regulatory
requirements and mitigate climate change [1]. As HDV will continue to run on internal
combustion engines due to a lack of technical and economic alternatives, a waste heat re-
covery system (WHRS) offers future potential for reducing fuel consumption and emissions.
In this context, natural gas (NG) HDV offer a promising alternative to the predominant
diesel units for long-distance transport [2]. They are economically viable and have a lower
environmental impact than diesel HDV. Regardless of whether a diesel or natural gas
vehicle is considered, approximately two-thirds of the fuel’s chemical energy dissipates
as waste heat. In particular, the part of the exhaust gas offers the highest potential for
WHRS due to its high temperature level. NG engines with stoichiometric combustion
process compared to diesel engines offer greater potential for WHRS due to the higher
exhaust enthalpy.

Thermoelectric generator (TEG) technology is promising as WHRS in HDV, as it has
no moving parts, is reliable and is predicted as low to no maintenance costs. Especially
in the last decade, progress has been made for TEG systems due to intensive research,
e.g., at DLR—Institute of Vehicle Concepts in Stuttgart [3–5]. The electrical energy con-
verted by a TEG can provide part of the vehicle’s on-board power supply, leading to a
reduction in the load on the electrical generator and thus a reduction in fuel consumption
and CO2 emissions.
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The technological challenges for the use of TEG systems in HDV are the improvement
of the cost–benefit ratio, i.e., the reduction of fuel consumption considering the economic
total cost of ownership in order to achieve a fast system amortization. This requires TEG
concepts with high system efficiency and low specific costs. These two challenging aspects
will be explored in this further research. In this paper, an overview of the methodological
approach is given, and the current simulative and experimental results are presented.

Efficient TEG systems require, in particular, good heat exchangers and thermoelectric
modules with application-optimal thermoelectric material selection. For low-temperature
applications up to approximately 300 ◦C, such as in diesel HDV, bismuth tellurides (Bi2Te3)
are currently the optimum choice of material. At moderately higher temperatures, magne-
sium silicides and Te-Ag-Ge-Sb (TAGS) materials have their optimum efficiency. For higher
temperatures up to about 600 ◦C, as in NG-HDV for example, half-Heusler (see, e.g., [5])
and skutterudite (SKD) are currently the most promising material classes. For higher
operating temperatures, silicon germanium (SiGe) or germanium telluride (GeTe, see [6])
are attractive material classes. Different material classes have already been investigated
in the state-of-the-art projects (see Table 1). Material selection for TEG systems should
also be holistic and not only based on the highest figure of merit and efficiency in the
temperature range of the target application (see e.g., [7]). The following selection criteria
should also be considered: mechanical, thermal, chemical and long-term stability, raw
material properties, material parameters such as thermal conductivity, costs, availability,
(large-scale) production, possible suppliers or manufacturers, toxicity and environmental
compatibility. The segmented high-temperature modules of this work represent the current
optimal selection for the application in NG-HDV.

Table 1. State of the art for TEG systems in commercial vehicles reported in the literature (chronologi-
cally ordered); data based on [4].

HDV
TEG System
(Institution/

Project Name)

Stage of
Development

Thermoelectric
Material Max. Power Power Density Efficiency Fuel

Saving Costs Ref

Pel,max ψTEG ηmax ∆BSFC cTEG,net
(WSim./WExp.) (W kg−1/W L−1) (%) (%) (USD W−1)

Diesel Hi-Z Technology up to vehicle
installation Bi2Te3 -/1068 1 73.5/97.1 N/A N/A N/A [8]

Diesel Magna
Powertrain Eng. sim. and exp. study Bi2Te3 and SiGe 2730 1/200 N/A. 5.6−9.5 1 0.3−0.56 1 N/A [9]

Diesel Eberspächer sim. and exp. study Bi2Te3 1060 3/550 3 N/A. 1.6 3 N/A N/A [10]
Diesel Bernath simulation study Bi2Te3 and SKD 1200 2/500 2 N/A. N/A 0.4 2 N/A [11]
Diesel Scania et al. sim. and exp. study Bi2Te3 and TAGS 785 2+3/776 2+3 N/A. 1.9 3−5.4 2 N/A 150 [12]

NG GASTone sim. study SKD 820 3/245 3 N/A. N/A 0.3 3 N/A [13]

1 TEG integrated in exhaust manifold. 2 TEG integrated in exhaust gas recirculation (EGR). 3 TEG integrated
behind exhaust aftertreatment system (ATS).

2. Methodology

The aim of the methodology is to significantly improve the cost–benefit ratio of TEG
for HDV with NG. In the state of the art, developments were mostly carried out successively,
such that technological aspects were developed separately. The system costs have thus far
only been estimated without concrete modeling or design, because the uncertainty, e.g., of
the component costs was to large [11]. The heterogeneous and to date insufficient state of
the art is presented in Table 1 (often data are not available, N/A).

The approaches resulted in large and cost-intensive TEG systems that cannot be ap-
plied economically in the HDV. In addition, the interactions of the overall system with the
vehicle were only partially or not at all modeled and analyzed. A holistic optimization,
i.e., simultaneous technical and economic optimization, under overall system consider-
ations in the vehicle for dynamic driving conditions has not yet been realized. A direct
optimization of the cost–benefit ratio for TEG suitable for commercial vehicles was also not
possible with the state of the art and is therefore developed in this work. An overview of
this holistic method for optimizing TEG systems is shown in Figure 1.
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The method was developed with multi-objective optimization in focus. The main
objective is to minimize the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) of the vehicle including the TEG
system, which implies the maximum net fuel reduction while simultaneously minimizing
the TEG costs.

The driving scenarios selected are the World Harmonized Vehicle Cycle (WHVC) and
the real driving route Stuttgart–Hamburg–Stuttgart (SHHS). While the driving cycle is
divided into typical urban, rural and motorway sections without gradients and a length
of 1800 s, the real driving route represents a typical two-day long haul HDV operation
scenario with all topographies of motorway driving. The total driving time is >70,000 s.

Secondary objectives have been defined in the method to obtain a balanced design
that achieves good and high electrical performance both inside and outside the driving
cycle. In particular, these secondary objectives focus on optimizing fuel reduction, peak
electrical performance, coolant heat input, exhaust backpressure, weight, and long-term
stability of the TEG system.

A weighted optimization of the TEG result designs is performed, considering the
average and maximum values of the driving cycle and real-world driving results, as well
as other characteristic vehicle operating points, such as rated power.

The objective for evaluating the optimization results was defined as reaching the
break-even point in the operating time of the WHRS. This implies lower TCO including
the TEG system than without and allows determination of an amortization period. There-
fore, if the WHRS can be deployed economically under market criteria, it is considered a
suitable solution.

2.1. Design of Thermoelectric Generator Systems

The efficiency of the thermoelectric material can be defined by the figure of merit
ZT, where α is the Seebeck coefficient, ρ is the electrical conductivity, κ is the thermal
conductivity of the thermoelectric material, and T is the absolute temperature [14]. For
the simulation of TEG designs, thermoelectric module (TEM) material data averaged
over the temperature difference ∆T = Th − Tc based on experimental measurements are
sufficiently accurate.

ZT =
α2·ρ

κ
·T (1)

A TEM can be operated either at maximum efficiency or at maximum power. In
applications for automotive waste heat recovery, the lowest cost–benefit ratio can be
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achieved at maximum power. The efficiency at maximum power ηmp can be approximated
as follows, assuming equal internal and external resistance RL = R according to [15]:

ηmp =
Pel
.

Qh

=
Th − Tc

Th
· 1

2 − Th−Tc
2Th

+ 4
ZTh

(2)

where Pel is the output power of the TEM,
.

Qh is the hot-side heat flow, Tc and Th are the
temperatures on the cold side and hot side respectively.

Design criteria of the TEG system are decisive for the dimensioning, analysis and
evaluation. The energy conversion of the system can be specified with the thermal efficiency
ηth with the electrical power of the TEG Pel as output and the heat flow from the exhaust
gas into the coolant

.
Qh as input:

ηth =
Pout
.

Qin

=
Pel
.

Qh

(3)

For efficient TEG, simultaneous optimization of the heat exchangers (HEX) and the
modules is required. Figure 2 shows an infinitesimal section of the TEG structure, in
particular of the heat exchanger network and the modules. Simplified, the optimization
of a TEG represents that of conventional HEX; therefore, the thermal resistances and their
design, i.e., the selected geometric dimensions as well as the materials used, are decisive.

Rth (TEG) =
rth
A

=
1

U·A (4)
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A large HEX area (A) and a low area-specific thermal resistance (rth), or more typically a
large heat transfer coefficient (U), usually constitute a good heat exchanger. Both influencing
factors lead to higher costs for the HEX design, e.g., better HEX fins have to be used, but
can contribute to an optimal cost–benefit ratio of TEG systems. For example, in this work,
the share of the thermal resistance of the thermoelectric module in the total resistance of
the TEG (Rth (TEG)) is optimized holistically in this work.

2.2. Holistic Thermoelectric Generator System Design

The challenges for economical use in HDV require TEG systems with the highest
possible efficiency and low negative impact on the overall vehicle.

In order to realize a compact design, the TEG system in stacked design, with planar
thermoelectric modules (TEM) and heat exchanger in counterflow configuration, has
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proved to be the most effective. Figure 3 illustrates this as an example of the TEG-design
and objective of minimizing the TCO. In the figure, the TEG-core consists of stacked
coolant (COHEX) and hot gas heat exchangers (HGHEX) with intermediate TEM and
thermal contacting. The enclosure for test bench investigations around the TEG core is
also presented. The highly integrated design used has three separate volumes to protect
the modules from oxidation and degradation. High-temperature modules of the material
classes bismuth telluride (Bi2Te3, cold side) and skutterudite (SKD, hot side) are used for
natural gas HDV as optimized solution. The performance characteristics of the selected
modules are presented in Table 2 and the performance maps considered in the simulation
are shown in Figure A1 of the Appendix A.
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Table 2. Thermoelectric module characteristics related to this work of the manufacturer LG Chem.

Vehicle Exhaust
Temperatures TEM Material ηmax pmax Image Reference

(◦C) (-) (%) (W/cm2) (-) [-]

Natural gas
HDV 500–800 segmented

Bi2Te3 & SKD 9 3
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[3,4]

A multi-physical 3D finite element method (FEM) with ANSYS version 18.2 and
additionally coupled generic models, e.g., for temperature-dependent material data and
series cost predictions, are used to simulate and optimize the modules. Selected result
variables of the multi-criteria module selection are shown in Figure 4. In the validated
simulation, it is important to achieve a trade-off in the optimization, i.e., with decreasing
area-specific thermal resistance (rth), the area-specific power (pel) increases and the area-
specific costs (cTEM) decrease, but at the same time the efficiency (ηmax) decreases.
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For simulation and optimization of the TEG system a multiphysical 3D computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation using ANSYS Fluent version 18.2 was employed to calcu-
late the conjugate heat transfer, fluid flow and in addition the macroscopic thermoelectric
equations (see for details Figure 5). Thereby, an automated parameter variation was realized
for the geometry and mesh creation. The CFD method is precise and promising according
to the state of the art (see e.g., [16,17]). The optimization objective of this sub model consists
in maximizing the heat transfer rate (

.
Qh) by simultaneously maximum power output (Pel),

efficiency (ηth) and minimum exhaust and coolant back pressure (∆pTEG).
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For the time-continuous real drive SHHS, a less accurate simulation environment is
used, which can represent the TEG system under real time with Matlab Simulink version
V19. For example, heat exchanger correlation and characteristic maps from the CFD
simulation are used. The deviation of the two holistic TEG simulation environments is
<3% on average. For the claim of holistic design, further sub models are coupled in both
simulation environments, which could concern generic sub models regarding TEG costs
and weight as well as cover the vehicle overall system interactions in the entire engine
map (see Figure 1). In addition, bypass control was integrated into the simulations, which
automatically adjusts the exhaust gas mass flow when the maximum hot-side temperature
of the TEM, the maximum exhaust gas backpressure, or the allowable coolant heat input
is exceeded.

The main objectives of the multi-criteria TEG simulation environment in this work
is the minimum of the total cost of ownership (TCOmin). In order to be able to evaluate
the total cost of ownership over the vehicle’s service life, the net TEG system costs (CTEG)
are added to the fixed costs of the reference vehicle and the reduction in fuel consumption
(∆BSFC) by the TEG system is considered in the variable costs. If the TCO of the vehicle
with TEG system integration is lower, than the reference vehicle without, the amortization
period (tA) can be calculated. For the TCO model, an annual mileage of 150,000 km
and a service life of 5 years is assumed (for details see [3]). For the TEG cost model
(see Figure 6), series production is assumed and an annual production of 30,000 units. Raw
material, material and manufacturing costs are considered, as well as economies of scale
using specific learning curves. The model was validated with work of the state of the
art (e.g., [5,18]).

Further possible main objectives of the multi-criteria TEG simulation environment
could be:

• Minimum fuel consumption(BSFCmin);
• Maximum power output (Pmax);
• Maximum power density (PDmax);
• Maximum efficiency (ηmax);
• Minimal long-term loss of stability or power (LoS/LoP).
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2.3. Vehicle Overall System
2.3.1. Vehicle Overall System Interactions

In order to optimize the TEG system from a holistic point of view, all relevant overall
system interactions have to be included in the simulation environment and these interac-
tions have to be covered in dynamic driving conditions in the entire operating map. The
interactions shown in Figure 7 are investigated, modeled in the simulation and validated in-
dividually. The TEG transfers heat from the exhaust system to the vehicle’s cooling system.
As a positive effect, part of the heat is converted by the TEG into electrical energy, which is
then used to supply the electrical loads and relieve the load on the power generator or is
temporarily stored in the battery. Another positive effect is the reduction of the warm-up
phase of the vehicle. The waste heat can be used by a sophisticated integration concept to
accelerate the vehicle’s warm-up process up to operating temperature, thus saving fuel and
reducing emissions. However, this primarily concerns the currently relevant Emission Test
Cycle: World Harmonized Transient Cycle (WHTC).
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In the related short-time driving cycle WHVC, taking into account the shortening of
the warm-up phase can increase the fuel reduction by another 1.4 percentage points, but
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this was not considered in this work. On the continuous real driving route, this positive
effect is negated.

The main negative effects are the exhaust-side backpressure and the limited coolant
capacity. An additional exhaust backpressure of >10 mbar already leads to considerable
additional consumption (compare, e.g., [11]). Our own preliminary work from [3] for
typical long-distance traffic has shown that the cooling system of the natural gas HDV can
tolerate an additional cooling power of up to 70–90 kW, depending on the operating point,
without the need for additional operation of the vehicle fan.

Several studies such as [19] and this work concluded that the additional weight
requires an additional fuel consumption of 0.15% per 100 kg on average. In contrast to the
work of [12], the additional mechanical load on the coolant pump is almost negligible due
to the chosen integration concept.

2.3.2. Vehicle Integration Concept

A secondary objective of this work is to influence the existing vehicle topology as
little as possible and thus keep the parasitic effects of the TEG system as low as possible.
For example, the additional weight of the TEG system leads to higher driving resistances
and thus reduces the efficiency increase achieved by the TEG. A compact TEG design
reduces the required installation space to a minimum, which is an important issue in the
HDV development.

The most efficient use of TEG technology is its integration into the exhaust tract as
a heat source and into the vehicle coolant as a heat sink. Exhaust gas temperatures are
highest directly at the output of the combustion engine and generally decrease along
the exhaust pipe. Two coolant circuits, the low-temperature coolant circuit (~60 ◦C) and
the high-temperature coolant circuit (~90 ◦C), are possible as integration positions in the
cooling system. The simulations are performed with typical vehicle coolant, i.e., a mixture
of tap-water, an anti-freezing compound (glycol/ethanol) mixed with various additives
and a mixing ratio of 50:50.

To achieve the objectives of this work, highest efficiency and low influence on the
vehicle topology, the TEG integration is chosen on the exhaust gas side at the outlet of the
three-way catalyst in the exhaust gas aftertreatment system (ATS) and on the coolant side
the integration into the low-temperature coolant circuit is selected. Figure 8 illustrates the
integration concept. Due to the compact design and high-power density achieved, the TEG
including bypass and bypass flap could be positioned in the exhaust gas aftertreatment
system for the first time without major redesign. For example, no volume is lost for
fuel tanks.
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3. Results
3.1. Reference Vehicle and Boundary Conditions

A reference vehicle was selected to demonstrate the application of the holistic design
method. The Iveco Stralis NP460 represents a HDV of the current state of the art vehicle
technology with stoichiometric combustion process and conventional electrical on-board
network topology, suitable for long-haul applications. The main characteristics of the
reference vehicle is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Main characteristics of the reference vehicle (natural gas HDV; *: calculation).

Specification Unit Iveco Stralis NP460

Vehicle type (-) Conventional
Battery capacity (Ah/kWh) 225/5.4

ICE (-) stoichiometric gasoline engine principle
Type of engine (-) In-line 6-cylinder
Displacement (dm3) 12.9

Max. performance (kW) 338 (at 1900 min−1)
Weight of vehicle (t) 7.6

Exhaust emission standard (-) EURO VI C
Year of production (-) 2017
Fuel consumption (kg/100 km) 32.2 (see [20])
CO2-emissions * (g/km) 818

In order to obtain representative and realistic results, an extensive potential analysis of
the relevant and available enthalpy flows in the vehicle is required (see details in [3]). An
overview of the characteristic operating points as well as the mean (mean) and maximum
(max) values in the WHVC driving cycle and the SHHS real driving route as well as the
distribution of exhaust enthalpy is shown in Figure 9.
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The defined operating points (OP) of the driving cycles are given in Table 4 as empty
driving (15 t total weight) and under full load (40 t total weight). In addition to the
determined temperature of the exhaust gas ϑATS and coolant ϑco of the position for TEG
integration, the respective mass

.
mex or volume flows

.
vco as well as the available exhaust

gas enthalpy
.

Hex with reference to the ambient temperature (ϑamb = 20 ◦C) are indicated.
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Table 4. Overview of the defined operating points (OP) and vehicle boundary conditions of the
natural gas HDV.

OP BSFC
(kg/100 km) ϑATS (◦C)

.
mex (kg/s)

.
Hex (kW) ϑco (◦C) .

vco (dm3/s)

WHVC15 t,mean 25 609 0.06 33.4 50 0.3
WHVC15 t,max 46.1 659 0.16 96.2 43 0.4
WHVC40 t,mean 42.7 652 0.1 64.5 52 0.3
WHVC40 t,max 55.6 710 0.22 169.4 46 0.4
SHHS40 t,mean 35.5 676 0.14 94.5 54 0.4
SHHS 40 t,max 88.9 743 0.36 275.3 58 0.6

3.2. Holistic Thermoelectric System Optimization

Based on the simulation environments and the use of an evolutionary algorithm,
geometrically free parameter variation was performed. Figure 10 shows the resulting
Pareto fronts for example operating points for the cost–benefit ratio and electrical power.
Each point in the plots represents a geometrically different TEG design. For each operating
point, the algorithm used calculated more than 10,000 designs. With the help of these
Pareto fronts, a holistic optimum for the respective TEG variant can be determined on the
basis of the aforementioned weightings.
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Detailed results of the TEG variants for minimizing TCO (TCOmin) and minimizing
fuel consumption (BSFCmin) are shown in Table 5. Unit costs of 1002 EUR, an additional
vehicle weight of 27.4 kg, a HGHEX of 1420 cm2, and segmented high-temperature TEM
are determined for the TCOmin variant. For the BSFCmin variant, the unit cost increases only
slightly to 1053 EUR, as well as the weight to 28.3 kg and the HGHEX area to 1655 cm2, since
the vehicle interactions, in particular the limitation caused by the maximum permissible
heat input into the coolant, do not allow any further increase. Therefore, the bypass section
must be used to an increasing extent. In addition to detailed information for the three
sections of the WHVC, typical light, medium, and heavy sections of the SHHS route are
also provided. Based on the average (PTEG) and the maximum TEG power (PTEG,max) in
the respective driving scenario, the resulting net fuel reduction (∆BSFC) is determined
as the outcome variable. The TEG power represents the electrical power (Pel) multiplied
by the efficiency (~90%) of the power electronics and the maximum power point tracker.
This corresponds to a kilometer-related emission reduction (∆CO2). Based on the fuel
reduction and the underlying TCO base model, the amortization period of the system can
be calculated and varies between 0.7–1.9 years.
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Table 5. Overview of the results achieved by using TEG in HDV (ϑamb = 20 ◦C) with the objectives
TCOmin and BSFCmin (integration: after ATS and low-temperature coolant circuit).

Vehicle
(TEG-Design) Reference Cycle/Route

Overall Vehicle TCO-Balance TEG-System

∆BSFC
(%)

∆CO2
(gCO2/km)

CTEG
(EUR)

tA
(Year) PTEG,max (W)

—
PTEG
(W)

mTEG
(kg)

Natural gas
(TCOmin)

WHVC15t Overall −2.5 −15.7

1002

1.8 1954 1030

27.4

WHVC40t Overall −2.3 −24.6 1 2371 1424
WHVC40t Rural −2.3 −34.1 0.7 1959 1100
WHVC40t Urban −1.9 −22.4 1.1 2252 1518

WHVC40t Motorway −2.4 −19.2 1.3 2371 2009
SHHS40t Overall −2.1 −18.9 1.4 2688 1686
SHHS40t Light −2.5 −15.9 1.8 2610 1741

SHHS40t Medium −2 −19.8 1.3 2614 1850
SHHS40t Heavy −2.1 −27.3 0.9 2688 1897

Natural gas
(BSFCmin)

WHVC15t Overall −2.6 −16.4

1053

1.9 2170 1085

28.3

WHVC40t Overall −2.4 −25.6 1.1 2691 1506
WHVC40t Rural −2.4 −34.9 0.8 2099 1127
WHVC40t Urban −2 −23 1.2 2560 1585

WHVC40t Motorway −2.6 −21.5 1.4 2691 2227
SHHS40t Overall −2.1 −19 1.5 3150 1647
SHHS40t Light −2.8 −17.4 1.9 2899 1367

SHHS40t Medium −2.1 −20.3 1.3 2920 1685
SHHS40t Heavy −1.8 −22.5 1.2 3150 1881

With the considered conventional on-board network topology of the vehicle, an av-
erage consumer power of 1025 W according to [21] is assumed. The tabular results show
that the average TEG power mostly offers an even higher level and thus the alternator of
the vehicle can be completely replaced—which, however, was not realized in this work.
The surplus electrical power of the TEG system is stored in the battery. For the BSFCmin
TEG design, a further increase in efficiency of over 25% would be possible on the SHHS
real driving route, if the electrification of the auxiliary units would allow this.

The dynamic results of the engine power (PE) and TEG powers of the design variants
are shown over time of the WHVC in Figure 11. The high dynamics of both result variables
and the increasing power values over time due to the increasing load requirements of the
driving profile are remarkable.
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(a) Empty (15 t gross weight). (b) Loaded (40 t gross weight).

In the Appendix A in Figure A2, a scatter diagram with the respective density distri-
butions shows the result variables of both result designs for the real driving route SHHS40 t.
In the diagram, an accumulation of points can be seen at a TEG power of about 200 W with
varying engine powers. This reveals the relatively large time share of bypass operation
(9% for the TEG variant TCOmin and 14% for the TEG variant BSFCmin), especially due to
the limited cooling system capacity of the vehicle. In Table 6 the obtained results of the
simulation study are presented.

Table 6. Overall results of the TEG-simulation environment for the natural gas HDV.

Efficiency Improvement
(∆BSFC) (|%|)

Min. Cost–Benefit Ratio Max. Power Density Min. Amortization
Period (Year)(EUR/%) (EUR/(gCO2 km)) (W/kg) (W/dm3)

1.8–2.8 344 32 298 568 0.7

3.3. Validation by a Functional Model

To validate the simulation environment, the TEG design with objective TCOmin was
selected with a slight modification for the 1:1 scale hardware realization. The experiment
was carried out on the institute’s own hot gas generator including vehicle replication of the
vehicle cooling system by temperature control units and multiple maximum powerpoint
trackers, as shown in Figure 12. The selected result design represents the weighted min-
imum cost–benefit ratio, as shown in Figure 10, and has a rated power of about 3000 W.
TEG result designs with a rated power greater than 6000 W were also available for selection
as simulation results.
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As a result, an electrical power of up to 2697 W could be measured at the operating
point SHHS40 t,max (deviation to OP of Table 4 due to max. hot gas generator power of
200 kW, therefore

.
mex = 0.25 kg/s, ϑco = 20 ◦C,

.
vco = 0.5 dm3/s). This corresponds to a

deviation from the simulation of <4%. Further detailed results regarding the module surface
temperature in the longitudinal direction to the exhaust gas flow in the TEG, electrical
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power and exhaust gas back pressure are included in Figure 13. The good agreement
between simulation and experiment is evident and the deviation for all result variables is
less than 6% on average.
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The experimental power density is 174 W/kg (simulative: 189 W/kg) and 327 W/dm3

(simulative: 354 W/dm3), respectively.

4. Discussion

For the first time, the possibility of an economical use of a thermoelectric generator
system in the amortization period of less than 2 years for a natural gas HDV is shown. The
fuel reduction in the conventional vehicle topology is already up to 2.8%. The fuel reduction
is 930% higher than the best state of the art specification of [13] for natural gas HDV.

As a state-of-the-art assessment, Figure 14 presents the power densities of TEG con-
cepts according to the state of the art and in the context of this work over the years. For
a consistent basis of comparison, electrical power taken to determine power densities to-
gether with the weight and volume of the TEG core. The TEG core includes the components
without the power electronics. To date, the state of the art has known results for diesel HDV
application areas only. The gravimetric and volumetric power density could be increased
up to 298 W/kg and 568 W/dm3 with the result of this work.
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The power densities of the functional model specified and measured in Section 3.3
already increase the previous best state of the art of [9] by 237% and 547%, respectively.
Considering the objective TCOmin, 144 modules and only 0.8 kg of thermoelectric material
are used. This corresponds to a material reduction of about 88% compared to the aforemen-
tioned work of the state of the art. As can be seen from the cost distribution in Figure 6, the
thermoelectric raw material represents a negligible cost share of <1% in the TEG design as
a result of this work. In addition, a maximum thermal efficiency (ηth) of up to 3.3% was
measured, which represents an increase of 157% over the previous best value of the state of
the art of [24].

The state of the art for thermoelectric generator systems in HDV has been expanded
and improved in several aspects. The increase in the level of technological maturity brings
this technology closer to series application.

5. Conclusions

A methodology for holistic optimization of thermoelectric generator systems for heavy-
duty vehicles was presented, ranging from highly integrated generator design to overall
vehicle integration and interactions, and multi-objective optimization. Exemplary results
were presented for the natural gas heavy-duty vehicle. The achieved reduction of fuel
consumption is 1.8–2.8% and thus the reduction of emissions is 15.7–34.9 gCO2/km. For the
first time, the variant for minimizing the total cost of ownership enables an economically
interesting amortization period of significantly less than 2 years (minimum: 0.7 years). In
addition, the vehicle integration concept was presented, and the simulation study was
successfully validated using an experimental functional model.

The largest benefit was achieved in terms of cost–benefit ratio for the natural gas heavy-
duty vehicle application with 344 EUR/% or 32 EUR/(gCO2 km). Finally, a state-of-the-art
evaluation was presented showing the significant improvement based on gravimetric
power density of up to 298 W/kg and volumetric power density of up to 568 W/dm3 for
heavy vehicle applications.

A commercially attractive TEG system was presented that can already contribute to
the cost-effective reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from heavy-duty vehicles.
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